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ABSTRACT 

Manorunjnn M ajji·' 

A. teroid mitigation strategies fundamentally depend on understanding accurate 

predictions for the asteroid motion a. it nppronches the neighborbood of Lbc Eartb. 
Accuraleca lculalions require rnulli-yeareslimates fortheo bjcct·s trajectory. &}ually 

important, however, one needs uncertainty envelope predictions that bound Lhe ex

pected range of variability in the Lime of arrival and proximity to tJtc Earth. Hun

dreds of papers have inve ligated aJgorithms for ensuring tbat highly accuraLe mo

tion predictions are generated. Because Lhc f undamcnta_J equations are nonlinear, 

a repeated ampling of the system acceleration ·olutioo is invoked in order to pre

dict lhe expected range in variability in the asteroid 's position and velocity at fu

ture times. Examples of this approach include prectictor-corrector and Runge-KutLa 

methods where many • amp I es are combined lo provide a weighted approximation 

for the motion prediction!>. ClassicaUy it has proved to be difficult to derive and 

code high order models for the two-body accelerations. The main contribution of 

this paper i the demonstration that by defining Lagrange-like invariants ea 'ilY de

rived analytical models arc developed for exactly computing the two-body acceler

ations to arbi1rary order. With arbitrary order time dcriva1ives available, it i · further 

sbown that one can develop a rigorous analytical Taylor series based solution for 
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propagating the position and veloci1y vectors for the nonlinear two-body problem. 

The key algorithmic innovation is the recognition that the proposed Lagrange-like 

invariants can differentiated to arbitrary order by using tbe well known Leibniz 

product mle. Several numericaJ examples are presented to demonstrate the effec

tiveness oft.be proposed algorithmic solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The two-body equations of motion are integrated by evaluating an an..tlytical Tay

lor series, where exact arbitrary order time derivatives of the accekration equations 

are computed. The time derivative models are developed by introducing Lagrange

like hwariants that are easily differentiated by invoking Leibnitz product rule. As 

with any series-based approximation there remains an open question regarding the 

convergence of the approximal.ion. Numerical evidence is presenlcd that demon

strates I.hat the proposed series approxin1ations a!Jow large integration step sizes 

and maintains high accuracy. In deed extended precision calculation~ have gen

erated solutions that are accurate hundreds of digits. Bolh the classjca l Keplerian 

two-body and perturbed acceleration force models are readily bundled 1 •7 where the 

numerical solution for each derivative order fa accurate to the working precision of 

the machine. 

Classically the generation of arbitrary order time derivative models has been hin

dered by the complexity associated with handling fractional powers of complex 

vector-valued arguments. This complexity barrier ii-; overcome by introducing two 

scalar Lagrange-like invariant 1•4 (i.e., f = r.r ) and the tran8formation of the _calar 

variable g = 1-n/'2 into a differential equation where all frnction terms are elim

inated, where time is tbe independent variable. Leibniz produc1 rule is direclly 

applied to /
1 
where the product is the vector dot producL After developing lhe first 

order differentiaJ equation for g Leibniz procluct rule is again invoked to recursively 

generate Lbe composite function rates for f , j /i ... and 91 g. fj .. ... WiLh recursive 

solutions available for f and g one can recurs1vcly generate vector solutions for 

r 1 r, r, ... for arbitrary order. Higher-order gravity perturbations are easily han

dled. 

With the generation of the position and velocity vectors hanuled by highly uccurate 
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series approximations, tbe next issue is concerned with invesLigating the expected 

range in the uncertainty associated wilh the initial conditions. To this end, the 

rwo-body trajectory uncertainty is handled by generating nonlinear tate transition 

tensors for propagating the initiaJ condition uncertajnty in the integrated system re

sponse. This approach amples an initial covariance and propagate the variations 

lo the de. ired future time. The system statistics are recovered by introducing a 

nonlinear o·ansformation for mapping the evolved initial condition uncertainty into 

expected variations in the mean motion and motion covariance matrix. The solution 

for the instantaneous system tatistic. LS mechanized by introducing a higb-order 

vector reversion of series for the tensor-based ~tale transition model for the ini

tial condition uncertainties. The resulting olution effectively solves the stochastic 

Liouv ille equation for the probability density of the solution aJong the moUon tra

jectory in pre ence of low diffusion effects. Two major contributions are presented 

in Lhe paper: ( I) arhitrary order analytic time derivative for the two-body problem, 

and (2) an uncertainly propagation method for developing a probability dens.ity 

function that account~ for the non-Gaussian behavior resulting from the systems 

nonlinear math model. 

Data Structure s: AU of the algorithms to be developed require high-order deriva

tive models. Computationally h.igb order derivative models are analyzed by defin

ing vector-valued n-tuplc data structures of the form 

v := ( v v' v" · · · v(n) ) 

where the dimensions of v are dim(v) =(3,0:n), leading to v = v(:,(J), v' = v(:,l ), 

and so on. N-tuple data structure greatly simplify the Leibnitz product rule ba ed 

derivative calculations that foUow. 

1.1. Nonlinear Differential Equations 

Unperturbed Keplerian motion is governed by an inverse square gravity field. For 

object motions near Earth the equation of motion il) defined by 1 ,4,7 

f = -J.l T/ (r .r )::1/2 (l ) 

where r = [ :r. y, z J denotes the inertial relative coordinate vector that locates 

an object relative to the Earth andµ = 398601.2 km2/ ec3 is the gravitational con-
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stant. Of course asteroid moti.on applications will involve motions relative to the 

Sun and other planets; neverlheless, the methodology presented here wiU general

i.ze for computationaDy handling these more complicated application domains. 

Two Lagrange-Like lnvarianls: Two scalar quantities are required for automating 

the generation or arbitrary order Lime derivatives for the equation of motion. The 

first Lagrange invarianL-like variable1 is defined by lbe dot product of the position 

veclor with itself, yielding 

f = r.r (2) 

Then-th order time derivative off is computed by evaluating Leibniz's product 

rule 

(3) 

where r(m) = i":: and (:) denotes the standard binomial coefficient. This 

calcuJation is very straightforward. When using thjs equation one must be aware 

that this calculation requires that r, 1\ r, · · · : ,,.(n) are all available before jCn)can 

be computed, which suggests that a sequential process is required Lo processing 

all required sensitivity Lenn.c;. Tue second scalar variable consists ot' f rajsed to a 

fractional power 

(4) 

where p denotes the power. The variable p is kept general because perturbaLion 

terms require several values for p for analyzing high-order harmonk graviLy tem1s. 

The classical approach for evaluating time derivatives for Eq. ( 4) leads to composite 

function caJcuJations that arc handled by introducing the celebraLed fonnula of Fa.a 

dj Bruno. 

Faa dj Bruno' s Mathematica l Identity :Tbe problem of compu tin g com posite func

tion dedvat.ives has existed since the earliest days of the invention of calculu .. Faa 
di Bruno addressed this problem in a very general way, in 1857, where he presented 

a mathematical identity for generalizing the chain ruJe of calculus to n°1 order 
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derivative calculations. 1-Jjs formula for the n1h derivative of a function u. i::: ¢(y), 

where y = '1/J(x), is written as 

where <p (y) and 'ljJ (x) are assumed to have a sufficient number of derivatives. and 

the summation extend over aU Lhe po. ilive integer solutions of the constraint equa

tions 

b I + b2 + b:1 + · · · + bn = k 

b1 + 2b2 T 3b3 + · · · + nbn = n 
(6) 

Each tcnn appearing in Eq. (5) is defined by the integer solution Lo the constraint 

equations of Eq. (6). 

Simplified Model fo r the Composite Function Derivative: Our goal is to develop 

a djffercntial equation for g; thereby, c:1voiding Lhe complexiLies encountered wilh 

having to handJe Faa <li Brnno's complicated combinatorial equation for high-order 

com po ite function calculation . . This is accomplished by qua:iing tJ1e equal.ion for 

g and clec:1ring fractional power. by multiplying by JP, yieJding: 

(7) 

Differentiating w.r.t time and clearing fractional powers yields the 1st order dif

ferential equation for g: 

(8) 

that displays the required product form. Computing then-th order Lime derivative 

of thi equation, by applying Leibniz's product rule to each tenn , yields 

,t (:) J (m) 9(n- m+ I ) I- ~ ,E (:) J'm+l)gl"-m) = 0 (9) 

which implicitly defines g<n+I) (i.e., the highest derivative appearing in Lhe equa

uon for g). Solving thi equation for g<n+J) yields the desired solution 
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or 

where a single summation calculation i_s required. This calculation require ' Lbat 

9
1
9

1 
g, · · · . g('n,) are all available before g(n+l)can be computed. Al I time deriva

tive of J and g are defined by Eqs (3) and (10). Introducing g into the two-body 

equation of motion leads to 

r = -µ rg 

which is in the required product form. Applying Leibniz product rule yields the nth 

order time derivative calculation for the two body accelerat..ion: 

r (2+11) = -µ t (:) r(m)g<n-111) 

m=O 

(11) 

where the position and velocity vectors are assumed to be known. As shown in 

Figure I recur ive calculations are generated for lhird order and above. The caJ

culation_s are initialized by computing the known posjlion and velocity vectors, 

evaluating the acceleration vector, computing the first two derivatives for J and 

g analytically, then all high-order derivatives are recurc;jve ly eva luated using the 

simple Leibniz product rule for Eqs. (3), ( I 0), and( I J) 

( 12) 

The calcuJation_s enabled by Eqs.(3), ( I 0) and (11) permit an arbitrary order analyti c 

cominuation series solutions to be developed for propa gating Lhe swte trajectories. 

leading lo the stale trajectory propagation equatfon 

rh2 'f' h3 r ( 1)h4 

r(t .J_ h} = r (t) + rh + 2! + T! + 4! + ... ( 13) 
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lnitlol & Final Time 
tO&tf 

Step Si1c 1-:1 

Expansion Order M 

Initialize Position Vector 
r&r'&r" 

Initialize fand solve for f & r·: 
f = r.r 

f = 2r.r' 
f" =2( r' .r'-t r.r") 

Initialize g and solve for g' & g"· 
g = (r.r)" (-3/2) 

(p/2)f'g + fg'=O 
(p/2) cr ·g +fg' )- t'g' + fg"=O 

Recursively Compute n=J, ... ,M 

Analytically Conlmue Position & Velocity No 

Advance Time in Simulation 

Figure I: Analytic Continuation Computational Flow Diagram 

and the velocity propagation equation 

'r'h 2 r (4)h;i 

v (l+ h)= r (t)+ rh+21+ 31 + ... 

21 

( 14) 

An open quest.ion is: how many terms? The resolution of the problem is compli

cated because the ~olution accuracy i!:> a function of three variable : ( l) number 

of tem, s retajned, (2) tbe required accuracy, and (3) the integration step size h. A 

further compLicating factor involves the computer solution accuracy. For example, 

one open equation is: what is Lhc impact of double precision, quad precision, and/or 

arbitrary order precis.ion on Lhc number of terms required and the step size for the 

integration. lt b of interest to obse rve in Table I for an orbit where r = rF:arth+ 700 
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km= 7078 kmt how rapidly the derivative terms die off. 

Tbe data in Table l supports lbe following conclusions: (I ) Lbe derivative values die 

off rapic.lly, (2) large integration step sizes require high order expansions (i.e., > 7), 

and (3) algorithms that just sample the acceleration wil l have a hard time sampling 

contributions from 9th and higher order terms. Future research will investigale the 

impact of solution accuracy on the performance of tbe series approximation. Nu

merical experiments are performed to establish a 3D trade space between maximum 

step size and expansion order and solution accuracy. 

2. STATE TRANSITJON TENSOR MODELS FOR UNCERTAINTY 
PROPAGATION 

With accurate trajectory states available, the next engineering challenge is con

cerned with generating propagation strategies for the uncertainty that exploits the 

analyst knowJedge of the potential spread in the initial conditions. This problem is 

addressed by introducing nonlinear state transition tensor models for propagating 

expected variations in the initial conditions. The governing equation for the first 

lhree state transition tensor models orders are given by: 

x= J (x, t) 
<I>1 = 'v fif?1 , 9?1 (to, to) = I 

<1?2 = 'v2 f<I>1 <J?1 + 'v Jil>2, <1?2 (to: to) = O 
(15) 

@3 = v73/<I>1<I>1<l>1 + 'v 2f (2il>2<I>1 + <I?1<I>2) + 'v f<l>3. i.f)3 (to. to)= 0 

These equations are used to propagate the departures in the conditions fonn the 

nominal values for representing the evolution of w1certainty as 

1 1 1 ox== <I>1ox0 + - <I>26x0ox0 + 1 <P3(fao6xoo'xo + -41 cl>~ 6xo6:roo.rot5.ru + ... (16) 
2 3. . 

where ox0 denotes a sampJe perturbation selected from Lhe a~sumed unce,tainty 

model. To study how the nonJjnear system dynamics change~ the assumed sta

tistical model for t.he problem unknowns, Eq. ( 16) is reverted lo provide 8.ro = 
5xo (ox). This transformation aJJows one to compute Lbe mean motion, covariance 

matrix, and higher order statistical measures, where the reverted series so.lution is 

given by: 

6xo ~ A16x + ~ A20XOx + :I A30:r6x0x + ;, A.i 6x6x6x6x + . . . ( I 7) 
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To understand bow trus equation is used, let us now consjder tbe follow i.ng change 

of variables theorem: 

Change of Variables: Let ox = g (oxo) be an invertible , continuously differen

tiable mappin g, with a differentiable inverse. If the probabilit y density function 

P6xo (oxo) is known, then the probability den sity function in tbe tran sformed space 

is given by8 

( ~ ) ( 1 ) det ( dg- ~.T( 8 X) ) Pox uX = Ptixo 8xo = g- (ox) u 

Equation (] 6) represents a direct transforma tion (analytic, ,omi nuous ly diff eren

tiable, satisfying all conditi ons stipulat ed by the chunge of variab les theorem above) 

between initial conditions and the state at the curren t Lime. To trus end, once the 

initial condition distribution is specified, we arrjve at an exact express ion for the 

probability density function (pd[) at the runnin g Lime t. The propose d soJulion 

cffectiveJy solve the stochastic Liouville equation for the pdf along the motion 

trajectory. Several numerical examples are provided lo validate the state mtieclory 

and uncertainty propagation results. 

3. REVERSION OF SERIES SOLUTION FOR THE INITIAL 

CONDITION UNCERTAINTY 

The series expansion for the instantane ous variaUon.s in lhe stale perturbation is 

reverted by introducing Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) and co llec ting tem1s. Thi ~ step leads 

to the following necessa ry condition s for invertin g the series through 4-tli order: 

61 : I =<I>1 A1 

f/: 0 =~<I>1A2 + ~g? 2A 1A1 

3 1 1 ) 1 
c5 : 0 =r/ I>1A3 + :(~2 (A1 A2 + A2A1 + 6<I>3A 1A1A1 ( 18) 

64: 0 =;4 ~1A• + ~2 G (A1Ai + A3A1) + 2A2A2) 
+ <I>3 (A1A1A2 +A1A2A1 + A2A1A L) + 2

1

4 <I>4A1A1A1A1 
12 · 
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yielding the tensor coefficient solutions 

A1 = <1>11 

A2 = - <I>11<I>2A1A1 

A3 = - <I>[1 G<I>2 (A1A2 + A2A1) + <l>3A1 A,A1) ( ]9) 

A1 = - <I>J1 
{ 6<I>2 G (A1 Aa + A3A;) + 2A2A2) 

+ 2<I>3 (A 1 A1 A2 + A1A2A1 + A2A1A1) + <l>4A1Av·11AJ} 

In every case one only needs the first-order state transition matrix to be inverted 

to recover Lhe series expansion coefficients. It is under tood Lhat U1esc operations 

represent implied tensor contraction operations, since the resulting object sizes vary 

during the calculations. The series tensor coefficients enable the calculaLion of the 

reverted uncertainty propagation equation defined by Eq. ( l 7), where the inverse 

transformation for lhe mapping is gjven by 

and the differentiable inverse follows as 

(2 1) 

The results of applying Eqs. (19) through (2 1) completely define the pdf, which 

enables fuUy nonlinear prectictions for the mean, covaria nce, and higher-o rder sta

tistical moments. AnaJytically, the ten or coefficients can be interpreted as inver~e 

state transition tensors for mapping the final states to the initial time. 

4. INITIAL AND TRANSFORMED PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION 

We w.; ume for the moment the initial multivariate nonnaJ distri.bution is defined by 

(22) 
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whereµ E !R6 denotes the mean and L denotes lbe covariance matrix. The initial 

pd/ is assumed to be given by 

1 

p (ax (to))= (21r )-:3 ldct L r-2 e-i(t5x(to)) TI: - J (6.t(l£J)) (23) 

The desired nonlinear pdf is lhen given by 

_ I ( dg- J ( 6 X) ) 
Pox ( 6x) = Po:co ( 6xo = g (ox)) det c5:i; 

where g- 1 and dgd(~~)x) are defined by Eqs. (20) and (21 )8 . This solution effec

tively solves the stochastic Liouville equation for lhe pdf of the . oluti on along the 

motion trajectory. 

S. NUMERlCAL RESULTS 

The Flow Diagram for the Analytic Continuation is presented in Figure 1. One 

provides the initial position and velocity vectors, time interval for the imula tio~ 

the derivative expansion order, and the number of continua tion steps. The recursion 

works by updating position and veJocity, computing f, f' , J11
• and!}, g', g'' and 

then looping recmsively for generating the higher derivatives for f, g. and r . The 

simulation continues until the finaJ propagated final time is reached and Lbe simu

lation is stopped. The analytic continuation solution for the posilion and velocity 

vectors is tested by computing a single orbit. where the inilial coodjtions musl be 

recovered for an accurate solution. Several LEO examples are presented for an 

initial 7000 km orbit where the following eccentricWes 0.05. 0.2, and 0.9 are as

sumed. The firsl three cases assume Lhat the motion is in a 2D plane. A fourth LEO 

example is presented where a 30 motion exists for 0.53 eccentricity orbit. The la<;t 

example is a circuJar GEO orbit In all cases the integration step size ba~ been held 

fixed. Future research will investigate variable step size algorithms for propa gat

ing the poshion and velocity estimates, which is very important for the asteroid 

application. For example, the 0.9 eccentricity orbit considered yie lds minor-level 

precision in the position estimates after 5000 continuation steps. Ncverthcle~s. very 

large variations in the allowed conlinuation step size are theoretically possible, and 

important when simultaneously propagating the Lale and LransiLion tensors for un

certainty analysis. 
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5.1. Case l : 700 km E = 0.05 elliptica l Eart h Orb it 

The initial position and velocity vectors are 

(
7.0) 

r (to) = 0.0 x 106m; 
0.0 

( 

0.0 ) 
r (to) = 7732.41100 

0.0 

(24) 

The orbit eccentricity is 0.05. Sub-meter accuracy is achieved for a step size of r-..J 

629 sec. As the integration step size approaches 300 sec. the solution acctrracy is 

beyond double precision arithmetic (i.e .. 14 digits) and only seven seiies terms are 

required. Table 2 shows the effect of changing number of steps & number of Series 

Teams on integration accuracy. 

Table 2: Case l Elliptical Orbit (E=0.05) lntegration Perfonnauc e & Accuracy 

Study: Conlinuation vs. F&G (l orbit) 

# of Continuation Steps & In- # Series Terms for mm er-

tegration Step Size(sec)(Orbit ror /Final Integration accu-

Period = 6294.6595 sec ) racy 

200, 3 l .4733 4 ( 10- 7 m, 10- 11 mis) 

100, 62.9466 5 ( 10- 7 m, 10- 10 rn/s) 

80, 78.6832 6 ( 10- 8 m, 10- 11 m/s) 

60, 104.9 109 6 ( 10- 8 m, 10- 11 mis) 

40, 157.3665 6 ( 10- 8 m, J0- 11 m/s) 

3, 209.8220 7 ( 10- 7 m, 10- 10 mis) 

20, 3 L4.7329 8 ( 10- 6 m, 10- 9 mis) 

15, 4 l9.6439 8 ( I o- 'l m, 10- 8 mis) 

10, 629.4660 12 ( 10- 2 m, 10- 6 ml ) 

8, 786.8324 15 ( 101 m, 10- 3 mis) 

The above results are verified by comparing the conlinuation solution with lhe clas

sical F&G solution at each time step. Figure 2 shows the comparison between F&G 

Series vs contj nuution elutio n of eac:h time step using 15 continuation steps with 

a step size of 419.64 seconds for a complete orbital period. Figure 3 shows orbilal 

perjod with the association continuation steps. 
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5.2. Case 2: 7000 km E = 0.2 Elliptical Earth Orbit 

The initial position and velocity vectors are 

(

7.0) 
r (to) = 0.0 x 106m; 

0.0 
( 

0.0 ) 
r (to) = 8266.295076 

0.0 

(25) 

Tbe orbit eccentricity i 0.2. As shown in Table 3, sub-meter accuracy is achieved 

for a lep size of ,...., 407 sec. A the imegralion . lep ~ize approac be~ 20 sec. the 

solution acc uracy i beyond double precision arithmetic (i.e. , 14 dig ih ) and onJy 

seven series terms are required. 

10 .... 

E ._ 10-6 
x 
<l 

Position Error v,;, Classical F&G solution 

DX 
DY 

10-8 -
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

T (sec) 
Velocity Error v,;, Classical F&G solution 

DVx 

DVy 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
T (sec ) 

Figure 2: Continuation v . F&G ( I orbit) 

5.3. Case 3: 7000 km E = 0.9 elliptical Earth Orbit 

The initial position and velocity vectors are 

(
7.0) 

r (to)= 0.0 x 106m; 

0.0 
( ().() ) 

f (to) = 1040 l. .j 2nr;:30 

(J.0 

6000 7000 

(26) 
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Table 3: Case 2 Elliptical Orbit (E=0.2) Inlegra tion Performance & Accuracy 

Sludy: Contin uation for I orbital period 
# of Continuation Steps & In- # Series Term s for mm er-

tegra tion Step Size(sec) (Or- ror /Final Integratio n accu-

bit Period = 8 145.59 12 sec) racy 

200, 40.7280 4 ( 10- R rn, 10- 10 m/s) 

100, 81.4559 5 ( 10- 7 m, 10- 10 rn/s ) 

80, JO 1.8199 6 ( 10- 8 m, 10- u mis) 

60, 135 .7599 6 ( rn-7 m, 10- LO mis) 

40, 203.6398 8 ( 10- 7 m, 10- w m/s) 

3, 271.5 197 8 ( 1 o-5m, I o-8 mis) 

20, 407 .2796 J t ( 1 o-2m. 10- ri mis ) 

.15. 543.0394 15 ( J01m, 10 - 3 mis) 

The orbit ecce ntricit y is 0.9. Table 4 shows sub-meter acc uracy achieved for a step 

size of "' L84 sec. Only five derivative orders are requir ed. Of course, this examp le 

needs to have step size control imposed because t.he only interesting motion is near 

perig ee. Very large performan ce gains are possibl e and fotw ·e researc h will inves

tigate stra tegies for studyin g these problem s. The high accuracy achieved for this 

application provides grea t confidence that asteroid motion prediction can be car

ried out to very high precisio n, and that the associated sensitivity partia l decivalive 

caJculations for supporting the propagation of modeling uncertainty are computed 

witb high accw-acy. 

5.4. Case 4: 700 km Altitude elliptical Earth Orbit 

The i nitiaJ posjtion and velocity vectors are 

(

1.8917122) 
r (lo)= ;1.7834254 x 106m ; 

5.6751367 
( 

u.o ) 
r (to) = 7.5042925 x 103m/ sec 

0.0 

(27) 

Tbe orbit ecce ntricit y is 0.534522. Full 30 molion s are excited. As is shown 

in Tab le 5, sub-me ter accuracy is achieved for a step size of "' 150 sec . As the 
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Figure 3: Continual.ion for 1 orbital period 

Table 4: Case 3 Elliptica l Orbit (E=0.9) lmegration Performa nce & Accuracy 

Study: Continuation vs. F&G solution (2 weeks . . 14 orbi ls) 

# of Continuation Steps & In- # Series Term~ for mm er-

Legratioo Step Size( ec) (Or- ror /Final Integration accu-

bit Period = 184313 sec ) racy 

5000, 36.8627 5 ( 10- ri m. 10- 8 mis) 

3000, 61.4378 5 ( 10- i'i m. 10- x m/...,) 

I 000, 184.3135 7( 10- 2 m, IO ; m/...,) 

800, 230.3919 10(10 1 m,10 :imJ,) 

integration step ize approaches 100 sec. Lhe solution accuracy i1' beyond double 

precision arithmetic (i.e., 14 digits) and only even seric~ term~ are required. 
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Figure 4: Cont inuation vs. F&G solution (2 weeks , 14 orbit s) 

Tab le 5: Case 4 Ellipti caJ Orbh In tegration Performance & Acc uracy Study 

# of Continuation Steps & 1n- # Serie s Terms for mm er-

tegrat.ion Step Size(sec)(Orbit ror /Final Integra tion accu-

Period--= 5926.376 sec) racy 

200, 29.6319 6 ( 10- 7 m, 10- 10 mis ) 

I 00 , 59.2638 7 ( w-6 m , 10- 9 mis ) 

80, 74.0797 8 ( 10- 5 m, 10- 8 mis ) 

60, 98.7729 9 ( 10- 2 m, 10- 7 mis) 

40, 148. 1594 JO ( 10- 1 n1, 10- '1 m/s) 

35, 169.3250 11 ( 10 m, 10- 2 mis) 

30, 197 .5459 12 ( 10- L m, 10- 1 mis) 

25 , 237 .0550 Faile d lo Converge 

31 
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5.5. Case 5: 42241 km altitude Circular Earth Orbit (GEO) 

The initial position and velocity vector are 

r (lo) = 0.0 x 108m; 
(

4.2241121) 
f (to)= 3.07 L8612 x 10:1m / spc· 

( 

0.0 ) 

0.0 0.0 

The resulls of Table 6 indicate thaL Cfrcu lar Orbits are easy Lo integrate compared 

to elliptical orbits. ln deed the step sizes for the circular case are 3-5 X larger lhan 

can be handled for elliptical cases. Generally 8- 10 analytic continuation :,,teps are 

required lo achieve mm position error levels. Future research will inve~tigate Lhc 

impact of modeling these cases using an extended preciliion vcrnion of the software. 

Table 6: Case 5 GEO Circular Orbit Integration Performance & Accuracy SLudy 

# of Continuati.on Step &In- # Series Terms for mm er-

tegration Step Size(scc)(Orbit ror /Final Integration accu-

Period = 86400 sec ) racy 

60, L439.999 6 ( 10- n m, JO 10 m/s ) 

40, 2159.999 6 ( 10- 6 m, JO 11 ml~) 

35, 2468.571 7 ( 10- 1m, J0- 11 m/~) 

30, 2879.999 8 ( 10- 0m. IO 11 m/, ) 

25, 3455.999 8 ( 10- 7 m. JO 11 m/, ) 

20, 4319.999 9 ( 10- 1m, 10- 11 m/ ) 

15, 5759.999 10 ( I o- 1m, I o-H ml'> ) 

10, 8639.999 LO ( I o-2m, lO o m/s ) 

5, L7279.999 l4 ( JO- Im, 10- 2 mfli ) 

For this specific case the a]gorjthm accuracy i~ te!)led ver:,,u~ the F&G clasl)ical 

elution for an extended time period. Instead of integrating for I orbital period lhe 

trajectory is generaled for approximately 2 week.c.,, about 14 orbit~. Figure 4 shows 

Lhe errors in position & velocity at each time Mep v~. the F&G ~olution. 

lt is quite clear the consistency or the solution with the known cloc.,ed rom, solution 

al each time step, where the accuracy is advanced at each tune -.1cp over the whole 
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period of U1e trajectory generation. This consistency combined wjtb the speed of 

convergence of tbe algorithm can have a significant impact on orbit determination 

and propagation techniques. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

A new algorithm is presented that computes arbitrary time derivatives of the two

body probJem using a recursive formulation. The key paper contribulion is the 

identification of Lagrange-Like invariants that re-cast the two-body calculations i_n 

a product for m that is handled by Leibniz product rule. Leibniz product rule is 

applied sequentially to both Lagrange-Jike invariants and the two-body equation 

of motion. Simulations have been successfully perfonned that included up to 40 

exact time derivative s for the two-body motion. Several nume1ical trajectory calcu

lations are presented LhaL demonstrate that simple analytical continuation calculn
lious produce high precisfon calculations for the both position and velocity vectors. 

Extensions are presented for evaluating the uncertainty of the mitial conditions by 

developing a nonlinear state transition matrix series expansion. These equations are 

used to transform samples from the initial w1certainty covariance matrix to develop 

a transformation for modifying the underlying pdf A reversion of series solution is 

presented for the state transition matrix series that effectively solves the stochastic 

Liouville equation for the pdf in presence of low diffus.ion effects. Numerical re

sults arc presenled for studying the evolution of the pdf during a trajectory motion. 

Future research will extend the results in two ways: (1) extended precession cal

culations will be introduced for investigating the maximum integration step sizes 

that can be supported by the proposed analytic continuation modeljng algorithm 

mid (2) the state transition tensors will be developed as power series cxpansim1s for 

computational efficiency. 
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